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ABSTRACT

This paper gives some basic data about nuclear installations in Slovenia, reviews Slovenian
national legislation in the field of third-party liability for nuclear damage, applicability of the
international nuclear liability treaties in the Slovenian legal system and outlines some main
provisions of national legislation.

It also aims to give some facts about history and present status of nuclear insurance pool and
the insurance of nuclear risks in Slovenia.

Paper finally indicates also some future legislative steps with respect to nuclear third party
liability, at national and international level.

I. Introduction

Slovenia has one nuclear power plant, NPP Krsko, already in operation since 1981, located on
the Sava River in the southern part of Slovenia. It is a Westinghouse two-loop pressurised
water reactor, rated at 1976 MWth and 632 MWe and accounting for about 22 % of the
electricity produced in Slovenia.

Furthermore in Slovenia a TRIGA Mark II research reactor (250 kW) has operated since 1966
at Brinje, 10 km from Ljubljana, which belongs to the Jozef Stefan Institute.

In addition, Slovenia has its own uranium mine, Zirovski vrh Mine, which terminated its
uranium are exploitation and is currently being decommissioned due to economic
consideration following a Government decision.

The Government energy policy for nuclear power is outlined in "A Strategy of Energy Use
and Supply of Slovenia", adopted by the Parliament in 1996. The highlights of the policy are:
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The long-term aim is to abandon electricity generation based on nuclear power in a safe,
ecological, as well as economically acceptable way. Based on this it is not foreseen to
construct any new nuclear power plants.
The strategic objective is to maintain a high operational safety level at the Krsko NPP
during its planned operation until 2023, including a high level of safety after shut down,
as well as to gradually establish conditions for its safe decommissioning.
Prior to deciding on the shutting down of -the plant, energy supply reliability has to be
ensured. This decision needs to be taken at least ten years in advance, accompanied by
measures to replace its energy contribution. The implementation of these measures should
be regularly monitored and in the case of changed circumstances, the date of shutdown
should be adjusted accordingly.
To ensure the highest level of nuclear safety and plant availability during the plant's
operation, the projects, as recommended by international review missions, need to be
implemented.

2. Nuclear Liability Act

In Slovenia two Acts, dealing with third party liability for nuclear damage, are in force:

1) the Act on Liability for Nuclear Damage ('the 1978 Act'), published in the Official
Gazette of the Socialist Former Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY) No. 22/78 and amended
in the Official Gazette of the SFRY No. 34/97; and

2) the Act on Insurance for Liability for Nuclear Damage ('the 1980 Act1) published in the
Official Gazette of the Socialist Republic of Slovenia (SRS), No. 12/80.

In 1998, the Government adopted a Decree on Establishment of the Amount of Limited
Operator's Liability for Nuclear Damage and on Establishment of the Amount of Insurance
for Liability for Nuclear Damage (Official Gazette of the Republic of Slovenia No. 84/98)
pursuant to which the amount of liability of a nuclear operator in Slovenia was amended from
the amount called for under the 1963 Vienna Convention on Nuclear Liability to the amount
of US$ 42,000,000 per nuclear accident.

Slovenia is a party to the Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage and to the
Joint Protocol Relating to the Application of the Vienna Convention and the Paris
Convention, but it is not a party to the Paris Convention on Third Party Liability in the Field
of Nuclear Energy (neither to the Brussels Convention Supplementary to the Paris
Convention). The signatory of the Vienna Convention was the former Yugoslavia; but in
1992, after independence was declared, Slovenia notified the International Atomic Energy
Agency of a succession to treaties to which the Agency is a depository. Among those that
were succeeded was the Vienna Convention, which became effective for Slovenia on 25 June
1991 (declaration of the Slovenian Independence).

Slovenia has not signed the Protocol to Amend the Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for
Nuclear Damage neither the Convention on Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear
Damage.

Since Slovenia is among EU applicant countries and since its nuclear programme is of
western origin and the licensing followed mainly the vendor country's regulations, the
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Slovenian Government decided in 1997 to start the preparatory actions towards the Slovenian
accession to the Paris Convention and Brussels Supplementary Convention.

Based on this decision the Minister of Foreign Affairs sent on March 2, 1999 a notification to
the Secretary General of the OECD of our application to the Convention on the Third Party
Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy of 29th July 1960, as amended by the Additional
Protocol of 28th January 1964 and by the Protocol of 16lh November 1982. Once being a party
to the Paris Convention, Slovenia will further apply for accession also to the Brussels
Convention.

3. Definition and scope of Nuclear Damage

The definition and scope of nuclear damage in Slovenian legislation is as follows:
damage caused by death, personal injury or any other damage to a person's health, any
loss of, or damage to, property or a contamination of the environment, which arises out
of or results from the radioactive properties or a combination of radioactive properties
with toxic, explosive or other hazardous properties of nuclear fuel or radioactive
products or waste in, or of nuclear material coming from, processed in or sent to a
nuclear installation;

• damage caused by death, personal injury or any other damage to a person's health, any
loss of, or damage to, property or a contamination of the environment which arises out of
or results from other ionising radiation emitted by any other source of radiation inside a
nuclear installation.

In the current preparation of a new nuclear third party liability act it is foreseen that the
definition and scope of nuclear damage (will be adjusted to) be harmonised with newest
revised international instruments. Besides damages, which are already at present covered by
the existing legislation (personal injury, property damage), the new Act will cover also
economic loss, the costs of measures of reinstatement of impaired environment, loss of
income deriving from a direct economic interest and the costs of preventive measures to the
extent and on conditions already accepted or proposed by international treaties.

4. Liability and Compensation for Nuclear Damage

The main principles on nuclear third-party liability in Slovenian legislation are as follows:
the operator of a nuclear installation shall be liable for nuclear damage regardless of
fault;
the operator of a nuclear installation shall be liable for nuclear damage if such damage
has been caused by a nuclear accident in his nuclear installation;
except as otherwise provided in international agreements on liability for nuclear damage,
ratified by Slovenia, no person other that the operator of the nuclear installation shall be
liable for nuclear damage, caused by a nuclear accident in the nuclear installation.

Under the Slovene third party liability legislation, the liability amount of the operator of a
nuclear facility is limited at USD 42 million, regardless of the type of the facility or activity
involved.
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State intervention is foreseen only in case where the financial means provided for by the
insurer are insufficient to compensate for nuclear damage. In this case the Republic of
Slovenia guarantees to cover the difference up to the amount of USD 42 million. Since the
operator of the nuclear power plant is liable for the amount of USD 42 million and has to
maintain mandatory insurance for that amount, the State interventions are only effectuated in
case of a research reactor accident or in case the accident took place during the transportation
of nuclear material. This provision is foreseen also for cases when insurer of financial
guarantor is not liquid or when the operator fails to take out or maintain adequate insurance or
other financial insurance to cover his liability.

Since there is no extra fund at the national level for compensation of nuclear damage, the
existing Act includes a provision, by which in case when serious contamination of
environment occurs due to a nuclear incident and the nuclear damage caused by such an
incident exceeds the amount of USD 42 million, the Government of Slovenia shall propose to
the Parliament the measures to provide the means required for decontamination.

The amounts of operator's liability does not include any interests of costs awarded by the
court.

Research reactors with a thermal power below 10 KW are required to obtain insurance
covering USD 0.187 million, between 10 KW and 1 MWe insurance should cover USD 0.208
million and, finally, research reactors with a thermal power between 1 MWe and 25 MWe are
obligated to take out insurance for USD 0.467 million. The mandatory insurance for carriage
of nuclear material is set at USD 14 million.

The main principles of the new Act (i.e. "objective" or "strict" liability, "channelling" or
"exclusive liability of the operator"; "state intervention"; mandatory insurance cover or
financial guarantee) are foreseen to remain basically the same as they are prescribed in the
existing law.

With reference to liability amount, the new act will follow the principle of "limited liability";
although the limit has not been decided yet, the compensation payable in case of a nuclear
incident will be limited by a new act at least to the amount of 150 million SDR, as
recommended by OECD/NEA Steering Committee, having in mind the increase of the
liability amounts as anticipated in the revision of the Paris Convention.

Other relevant provisions with respect to compensation for nuclear damage of the Act, which
is still in force:

a) Competent Court

In Slovenia, the jurisdiction for compensation for nuclear damage is vested only with the local
court within the territory, where the nuclear installation is situated. If the nuclear damage
occurs during the transportation of nuclear material, jurisdiction over compensation actions
will lie with the local court of the territory, where the nuclear accident took place or the court
of the territory, in which the liable operator has its residence.

b) Direct Action

Actions for compensation for nuclear damage may be brought directly against the insurer.
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c) Distribution of Funds

There are no provisions on the distribution of funds in the Slovenian third-party liability
legislation. However, a reference is made to the Act on Maritime and Inland Navigation,
which incorporates provisions with respect to such distribution procedure.

d) Prescription Periods

An action for compensation for nuclear damage must be brought within 10 years from the
date of a nuclear accident or 20 years from the date of theft, loss, jettison or abandonment, if
nuclear damage is caused by a nuclear accident involving nuclear material which, at the time
of the nuclear accident, was stolen, lost, jettisoned or abandoned. A claim for compensation
may be brought within the period of 3 years from the date on which the person suffering
nuclear damage had knowledge of the damage and of the operator liable for the damage.

e) Right of Recourse

According to Section 7 of the Act on Liability for Nuclear Damage, the operator of a nuclear
installation has a right of recourse only against:

an individual, who has acted or omitted to act with intent to cause nuclear damage, so that
nuclear damage results from that act or omission;

• a Contracting Party if this is explicitly provided for in writing.

Section 19 further provides that if any undertaking or enterprise pays part of the compensation
for the damage caused by a nuclear accident and the operator of a nuclear installation is liable
therefore, such an undertaking or enterprise has a right of recourse against the operator liable
up to the amount paid.

With respect to above mentioned provisions there are no major changes expected in the new
act; some changes in draft are with respect to "prescription period" where the right of
compensation of a person who has brought a "personal injury / death" action will be extended
to the period of 30 years from the date of the nuclear incident. Also the provision related to
"priorities" in distribution of compensation will be changed in a way not to refer to the Act on
Maritime and Inland Navigation; the act will just outline some general guidance with respect
to distribution of funds and the Government shall (when established or reasonably presumed
that there are insufficient funds to cover all the damage) prescribe the priorities among the
victims.

Some minor adjustments will be made also in wording of paragraph on "right of recourse"
just to be in line with adequate provisions (Article VI. / d. and f.) of the Paris Convention.

5. The Insurance of Nuclear Risks

The legislation in force requires that the operator of a nuclear installation takes out and
mentains insurance or other financial security covering its liability for nuclear damage.

The so called Yugoslav Nuclear Insurance Pool was created in 1977 and registered in 1979,
which is almost two years before first fuel loading to Krsko NPP. The Pool acted in the name
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and on behalf of its members, which were at that time twelve insurance and reinsurance
companies from all federal republics of former Yugoslavia. The members' liability for the
risks assured by the Pool was joint and several.

As a result of independence from SFR of Yugoslavia in 1991 and the fact that members of all
other republics withdrew from the membership in the Pool, the insurance and reinsurance
companies from Slovenia and Croatia established two separate pools, one in each country.

The Slovenian Nuclear Insurance and Reinsurance Pool was established at the end of 1993
and has been in operation since April 1994 based on the fundamental principles common to
all pools, its internal regulations and other by-laws and governed by the provisions of the
Insurance Companies Act (Official Gazette of the Republic of Slovenia, No. 64/94 and
35/95).

The Pool acts in its own name and on behalf of its members. Members of the Pool are jointly
and severally liable for insured losses.

The first Third-Party Liability Policy was issued to the Krsko NPP by the Yugoslav Pool in
1981 when the first loading of the fuel elements into the Reactor Vessel was done. The Policy
is renewed every year for another 12 month period, based on the same conditions, but with
some minor changes, specially in liability limits and insurance coverage and premiums. From
1994 (creation of Slovenian Pool) renewals of this Policy are in competence of the Slovenian
Pool, while the Croatian Pool participates as any other foreign reinsurer.

Apart from TPL Policy Slovenian Pool provides also other insurance coverage i.e. Material
Damage Insurance Policy (MD) and Machinery Breakdown Insurance (MBD) coverage
which is additional to the basic MD Policy. With respect to MD and MBD insurance both
pools, Slovenian and Croatian one act from 1994 on as a co-insuring pools and each of them
covers 50 % of the MD/MBD Policy.

Risks, related to Material Damage, Machinery Breakdown and Third-Party Liability, as
covered by policies issued to the Krsko NPP are reinsured with more that 20 foreign pools.
On the other hand the Slovenian Pool participates in foreign risks by providing its capacity on
disposal to other pools.

6. Conclusions

The legislation in the filed of third party liability was in force in Slovenia already from the
late 70 s. The same case is with insurance of nuclear risks (the first policy issued in 1981) and
foundation of the insurance (and reinsurance) Pool (1977).

In spite of this encouraging facts Slovenian Third Party Nuclear Liability legislation, which is
in force, remains somehow out-of-date and not is entirely in line with some new
developments (the Protocol to Amend the Vienna Convention on Civil Liability for Nuclear
Damage, the Convention on Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear Damage) or recent
trends, which are going on nowdays (revision of the Paris Convention).
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In order to bring the national legislation in line with international instruments, the first step
was done by adoption of the Decree in 1998 that increased the operator's liability limit and
mandatory insurance up to USD 42 million.

The ongoing preparation of new third party liability act is aimed to tie itself to the existing
provisions of the Paris Convention and to incorporate the provisions of the revised Vienna
Convention (Protocol) to the extent that they will be included in the revised Paris Convention.
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